Abstract. In this paper, an issue of building the RRC model using probability distributions other than beta distribution is addressed. More precisely, in this paper, we propose to build the RRR model using the truncated normal distribution. Heuristic procedures for expected value and the variance of the truncated-normal distribution are also proposed. The proposed approach is tested using SCM-based model for testing the consequences of applying the truncated normal distribution in the RRC model. The experimental evaluation is performed using four different base classifiers and seven quality measures. The results showed that the proposed approach is comparable to the RRC model built using beta distribution. What is more, for some base classifiers, the truncated-normalbased SCM algorithm turned out to be better at discovering objects coming from minority classes.
Introduction
Classification, in which one tries to assign a class label to an object, is one of the more common and well-known decision-making problems. Classification or pattern recognition tasks have been successfully applied in many areas including medicine, economy, agriculture, astronomy or defence. In the modern world, there is practically no field of human activity, where computer (automatic) classification methods would not be used. The large practical demand for computer-aided classification algorithms has resulted in the active development of object recognition methodologies in the last few decades.
Unfortunately, this variety of recognition methods does not always mean an acceptable quality of classification because each problem requires its individual approach and there is no easy solution which classifiers or algorithm should be applied.
If the built-in classifier does not meet the requirements of the quality of classification or is simply a weak classifier (is a bit better than the random guessing) one can use methods to improve the quality of classifiers. The mostknown methods are the techniques related to the construction of an ensemble of arXiv:1905.09820v1 [cs. LG] 23 May 2019 classifiers on the basis of different training sets created from the original training set in the resampling process with a uniform distribution (bagging) [3] or uneven distribution and additionally adaptively changed (boosting) [7] .
In shortly, bagging applies sampling with replacement to obtain independent training datasets for each individual classifier. Boosting modifies the input data distribution processed by each classifier in a sequence from the results of classifiers trained before, paying more attention to difficult samples. Both algorithms -even if they were applied to a weak classifier -lead to a powerful classifier in the form of a multiclassifier system.
In [18] authors introduced algorithm called Bayes metaclassifier (BMC) as a method for improving weak classifier in terms of its classification performance. In general, BMC constitutes the probabilistic generalization of any base classifier independent of its design paradigm and has the form of the Bayes scheme. Since BMC provides probabilistic interpretation for base classifier correct classification and misclassification, this method can be used in sequential classification or as a fusing mechanism in MC systems [15] , [16] .
In [22] the original method of improving weak classifier was proposed which is based on the concept of soft confusion matrix (SCM), built using validation set. Soft confusion matrix gives a picture of local properties (for a given test object x) of base classifier including empirical probabilities of class-dependent correct and incorrect classifications. The high value of class dependent correct (incorrect) classification probability for a given object denotes that classifier is capable of the correct classification of the object x coming -let say -from the ith class (it tends to misclassify object x from ith class to -lets say -jth class). This knowledge can be directly used to correct classifying functions of the base classifier and to improve its quality.
The developed method additionally requires the formal procedure for calculation of the probability of correct and misclassification of base classifier at the point x. For this purpose, the concept of randomized reference classifier (RRC) was used, which originally was proposed in [25] as a method for calculation of competence of base classifier in the combining procedure of multiclassifier systems. This approach assumes, that the most natural measure of the classifier's competence at a given point of feature space is its probability of correct classification at this point. Unfortunately, this probability is equal to 1 or 0, unless we adopt a probabilistic model of the recognition task or assume that the classifier works in a random manner. However, both cases are difficult to accept. First, the competence should be neutral to the base classifier models, and many concepts of classifiers use the probabilistic approach. Second, in MC systems, deterministic base classifiers are generally used. For these reasons, the authors developed an indirect method. In the proposed approach the base classifier is modelled by a hypothetical classifier called randomized reference classifier (RRC). The RRC is defined by a set of random variables, which observed values are class support produced for the object to be classified. Since expected values of random variables are equal to the supports produced by the modelled base classifier, the RRC can be considered -on average -as the equivalent of this classifier. Conse-quently, the probability of correct classification of RRC at any point of feature space can be used as the competence of modelled base classifier at this point. The concept of RRC proved to be very effective, as it enabled the construction of MC systems, which in experimental research outperformed different state-ofthe-art methods. It also turned out that with the help of RRC it is possible to determine other properties of modelled classifiers: the class-dependent probability of correct/incorrect classification and diversification of two classifiers [17] , [22] , [24] and these RRC capabilities were used in the improved of weak classifier via SCM concept.
The key problem in the construction of RRC is the choice of the probability distribution of random variables. This choice is not unique and the values of probability of correct classification of RRC and consequently the probabilities of correct/incorrect classification of modelled classifier depend on the definition of the distributions. In the original proposition of the RRC, beta probability distributions have been used. Such a choice follows from the specific definition of the class supports produced by the RRC as a random division of the unit interval. From the theory of order, statistics results that then the supports must be beta distributed [5] . As it seems the use of beta distribution in the draw process is the main disadvantage of the RRC concept. The only justification, related to the geometrical interpretation of the support vector is not a substantive justification. In particular, the proposed distribution does not strictly associate the RRC with the modelled base classifier in the context of its properties which are observable for the validation objects.
In this study, the concept of RRC based on Gaussian distribution is developed. Because in Gaussian distribution we can tune not only the expected value as in the beta distribution but also the variance, therefore the proposed RRC classifier is more flexible and can better adapt to the properties of the modelled base classifier.
The paper is divided into four sections and organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the formal notation used in the paper and provides a description of the proposed approach. The experimental setup is given in section 3. In section 4 experimental results are given and discussed. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Proposed Method

Preliminaries
In the single-label classification approach,
is assigned a class m ∈ M, where M = {0, 1, 2, · · · , M } is a set of available classes. The classifier ψ : X → M is an approximation of an unknown mapping f : X → M which assigns the classes to the instances. The classification methods analyzed in this paper follow the statistical classification framework. Hence, a feature vector x and its label m are assumed to be realisations of random variables X and M, respectively. The random variables follow the joint probability distribution P (X, M). Given the zero-one loss, the optimal decision is made using the maximum a posteriori rule:
where P (M = k|X = x) is the conditional probability that the object x belongs to class k. In this paper, the so-called soft output of the classifier ν : X → [0, 1] 2 is also defined. The soft output vector ν contains values proportional to the conditional probabilities. Consequently, the following conditions need to be satisfied:
Soft Confusion Matrix
The SCM approach is based on an assessment of the probability of classifying an object x into the class s ∈ M using the classifier ψ. It also provides an extension of the Bayesian model in which the objects description x and its true label m ∈ M are realizations of random variables X and M, respectively. In the SCM approach, classifier ψ predicts randomly based on the probabilities P (Ψ(x) = s) = P (s|x) [1] . Hence, the outcome of the classification s is a realization of the random variable Ψ(x). Unfortunately, for deterministic classifiers, these probabilities would be zero or one. The problem may be dealt with using a randomized classifier equivalent to the given one (RRC). According to the extended Bayesian model, the posterior probability P (m|x) of label m can be defined as:
where P (m|s, x) denotes the probability that an object x belongs to the class m given that Ψ(x) = s. This probability is estimated using local soft confusion matrix. The locality of the matrix is defined using Gaussian potential function with β parameter. The detailed procedure of obtainging this matrix is given in [22] . Unfortunately, the assumption that base classifier assigns labels in a stochastic way is rather impractical, since most real-life classifiers are deterministic. This issue was addressed by implementation of deterministic binary classifiers in which their statistical properties were modelled using the RRC procedure, as described in section 2.3.
Randomized Reference Classifier
In above-mentioed approach, the behaviour of a base classifier ψ was modeled using a stochastic classifier defined by a probability distribution over the set of labels M. In this study, the randomized reference classifier (RRC) proposed by Woloszynski and Kurzynski [25] was used. The RRC is a hypothetical classifier that allows a randomised model of a given deterministic classifier to be built.
We assumed that for a given instance x, the randomised classifier ψ (R) generates a vector of class supports ν being observed values of random variables ∆ i (x). The chosen probability distribution of random variables needs to satisfy the following conditions:
where E is the expected value operator. Conditions (6) and (7) follow from the normalisation properties of class supports, whereas condition (8) provides the equivalence of the randomized model ψ (R) and base classifier ψ. Based on the latter condition, the RRC can be used to provide a randomised model of any classifier that returns a vector of class-specific supports ν(x).
The probability of classifying an object x into the class i using the RRC can be calculated from the following formula:
where P r ∆ m (x) > ∆ M\m (x) is the probability that the value obtained by the realisation of random variable ∆ m is greater than the realisation of the remaining random variables. In this paper, we propose using the normal distribution truncated to the inverval [0, 1] [13] instead of the beta distribution suggested by Woloszynski et al. [25] . The expected value for each random variable is simply determined using formula (8) . The standard deviation is determined using a rescaled variance of the beta distribution:
where γ is a parameter that should be tuned in order to achieve the best classification quality of the SCM method.
Experimental Setup
The goal of this paper is to determine how changing the underlying distribution of RRC classifier affect the classification quality of algorithms built using RRC model. To do so the experimental evaluation, which setup is described below, is performed.
The following base classifiers were employed:
-ψ NB -Naive Bayes classifier with kernel density estimation [12] .
-ψ KNN -nearest neighbours classifier [4] .
-ψ J48 -Weka implementation of the C4.5 algorithm [20] . Laplace smoothing is used to produce estimation of conditional probability [19] -ψ NC -nearest centroid (Nearest Prototype) [14] The classifiers implemented in WEKA framework [10] were used. If not stated otherwise, the classifier parameters were set to their defaults. For the KNN classifier, the number of neighbours was selected from the following values K ∈ {1, 3, 5, . . . , 11}.
During the experimental evaluation the following classifiers were compared:
1. ψ R -unmodified base classifier, 2. ψ B -SCM classifier with beta distribution, 3. ψ N -SCM classifier with truncated normal distribution.
The size of the neighborhood, expressed as β coefficient and the variancerelated coefficient γ, were chosen using a fiveefold cross-validation procedure and the grid search technique. The following values of β and γ were considered: β ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , 21}, γ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, · · · , 1.0}. The values were chosen in such a way that minimizes macro-averaged F 1 loss function.
The experimental code was implemented using WEKA framework [10] .The source code of the algorithms is available online 1 . To evaluate the proposed methods the following classification-loss criteria are used [21] : Zero-one loss (1-Accuracy); Macro-averaged FDR (1-precision), FNR (1-recall), F 1 ;Micro-averaged FDR, FNR, F 1 .
Following the recommendations of [6] and [9] , the statistical significance of the obtained results was assessed using the two-step procedure. The first step is to perform the Friedman test [8] for each quality criterion separately. Since the multiple criteria were employed, the familywise errors (FWER) should be controlled [26] . To do so, the Bergman-Hommel [2] procedure of controlling FWER of the conducted Friedman tests was employed. When the Friedman test shows that there is a significant difference within the group of classifiers, the pairwise tests using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [23, 6] were employed. To control FWER of the Wilcoxon-testing procedure, the Bergman-Hommel approach was employed [2] . For all tests the significance level was set to α = 0.05. Table 1 displays the collection of the 64 benchmark sets that were used during the experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithms. The table is divided into three columns. Each column is organized as follows. The first column contains the names of the datasets. The remaining ones contain the set-specific characteristics of the benchmark sets: The number of instances in the dataset (|S|); dimensionality of the input space (d); the number of classes (C);average imbalance ratio (IR). Benchmark datasets are available online 2 . To reduce the computational burden and remove irrelevant features, the correlation-based feature selection described in [11] was applied. 
Results and Discussion
To compare multiple algorithms on multiple benchmark sets the average ranks approach [6] is used. In the approach, the winning algorithm achieves rank equal '1', the second achieves rank equal '2', and so on. In the case of ties, the ranks of algorithms that achieve the same results, are averaged. To provide a visualisation of the average ranks, the radar plots are employed. In the plots, the data is visualised in such way that the lowest ranks are closer to the centre of the graph. The radar plots related to the experimental results are shown in figures 1a -1d. Due to the page limit, the full results are published online
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The numerical results are given in Table 2 .The table is structured as follows. The table is divided into-base-classifier-specific sections and each section has it's own header containing base classifier name. The first row of each section contains names of the investigated algorithms. Then the table is divided into seven sections -one section is related to a single evaluation criterion. The first row of each section is the name of the quality criterion investigated in the section. The second row shows the p-value of the Friedman test. The third one shows the average ranks achieved by algorithms. The following rows show p-values resulting from pairwise Wilcoxon test. The p-value equal to 0.000 informs that the p-values are lower than 10 −3 and p-value equal to 1.000 informs that the value is higher than 0.999.
Let us begin with the analysis of results for zero-one loss and micro-averaged criteria which are known to be biased towards majority classes [21] . For all investigated base classifiers the results are pretty consistent. That is, SCM-based classifiers are significantly better than the unmodified classifier. And there are no significant differences between ψ B and ψ N classifiers.
For macro-averaged criteria, on the other hand, the results are a bit different. Generally, the average ranks suggest that truncated-normal-based SCM classifiers may be a bit better than the beta-based SCM. However, not all differences are significant. For ψ KNN classifier there are no significant differences between the investigated methods. For ψ NB and ψ J48 SCM-based classifiers are significantly better according to FDR criterion. For ψ NC base classifier (the weakest one) the ψ N classifier outperforms the remaining classifiers. These results suggest that truncated-normal-based SCM classifier is a bit better than beta-based SCM method in discovering objects coming from minority classes.
Conclusions
In this paper, the issue of building the RRC model using truncated-normal distribution has been investigated. During the experimental evaluation, promising results have been obtained. Despite a naive-heuristic method has been applied to estimate the variance of the underlying normal distribution, the proposed method is comparable to the original beta-distribution-based approach. What is more, for some classifiers the results show that the proposed approach is better at discovering objects coming from minority classes. We believe that applying a better method of variance estimation will improve the results. Consequently, our further research will explore this issue.
